LE A D L O O P

™

SU T UR IN G DE V I C E

The SUTURE CONCEPTS LEAD LOOP™ SUTURING DEVICE is a unique and effective
solution for securing implants to soft tissue in pain management procedures.
>T
 he Lead Loop™ device allows physicians to consider their approach to SCS
procedures in a truly minimally invasive manner allowing for smaller incisions
and reduced tissue disruption.
> T he Lead Loop™ is the next generation in knotless suture anchors, and uses a
unique knotless suture retention system, that allows for circumferential capture of
the lead anchor, with a simple tensioning technique and no need to tie knots.
> S ecuring the lead anchor to a single point to in the fascia or intra-spinous/
supra-spinous ligament, gives physicians new confidence in reducing the rate
of Lead Migration in SCS
> T he Lead Loop™, like traditional sutures, can be used with any approved SCS
system, and their respective lead anchors

Preloaded with Knotless
CF PEEK Tissue Anchor
(1.7mm diameter, and 6.5mm length)

Ergonomic
Deployment
Handle

Preloaded with
Size-O High Strength
Suture (UHMWPE)

LEAD LOOP ™ SUTURING DEVICE
CAT Number

Description

CATLLSD10

One (1) Lead Loop™ Suturing Device

CATLLSD20

Two (2) Lead Loop™ Suturing Devices

For More Information or Order Placement
Please call 1.800.762.9926, or send email to: orders@sutureconcepts.com.
About Suture Concepts
Suture Concepts exists to provide simple and effective solutions to physicians who practice in a cost conscious
environment. Leveraging our experience in medical device development and operational efficiency allows us to deliver
cost appropriate, innovative, and novel solutions to surgeons and physicians. Suture Concepts’ expertise is focused
on employing solutions to secure soft tissue to tissue, bone, or other medical devices. Our combined years in
medical device development, in particular sports medicine, gives us a unique perspective on soft tissue approximation
problems in all areas of medicine. Suture Concepts is a venture capital backed early stage medical device company
with offices in Basking Ridge, NJ and Beverley, MA.
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